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Abstract

Over the last three decades, relations between Iran and the United States have been dominated by hostility and economic restrictions. In the autumn of 2013, however, Iran and the P5+1 began negotiating over what was welcomed as an historical nuclear deal. After almost two years of difficult negotiations, a comprehensive agreement has now been reached, though it has not yet been ratified. The announcement triggered new optimism over the future of their relations but also doubts on the sustainability and durability of such an agreement. This paper both explores the extent to which the inequality that has characterized the relations between Iran and the US has been the cause of the deadlock, and discusses the way in which the lack of both procedural and distributive justice has hindered negotiations. The paper also discusses the implications, for the concept and perception of equality and durable peace, of pursuing an agreement by imposing economic sanctions.
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Introduction

The causes and consequences of the antagonism between Iran and the United States (US) are well documented in the literature. New frameworks are still needed, however, to explain why their relations remain deeply polarized and far from normalization despite the 2015 nuclear agreement. This paper aims to contribute to understand the current transition phase, exploring how the inequality that has characterized their relations and has been reflected in the nuclear negotiations may affect the durability of the deal.

Equality is a justice principle and can be defined as identical distribution of both resources and burdens and, specific to this case, as equal opportunity in participating in and influencing a negotiation process. This paper considers equality as a principle of both procedural justice (PJ) and distributive justice (DJ)—PJ indicating the way and conditions in which the parties negotiate and DJ referring to the allocation of collective benefits among the negotiators—and looks at the outcome rather than the process. Although the concept of equality is commonly considered in relation to peace negotiations, this paper adopts a broader perspective and discusses the bilateral talks in light of the history of US-Iran relations over recent decades. The reason for this choice is that to appreciate the dynamics of power and the political weight of the talks for both sides, it is essential to interpret them as part of a process, one that is both embodied in history and politics and the result of a difficult and unbalanced interaction. Analysis of relations between the two countries shows that inequality has traditionally been a common denominator. As Cecilia Albin and Daniel Druckman wrote in 2011, “Unresolved issues of justice perpetuate the conflict and contribute to impasses in negotiation.”

The paper then discusses the negotiations in light of the concepts of equality, procedural and distributive justice, and reciprocity, arguing that, from the perspectives of the process and outcomes, the two countries are far from equal. In addition, the P5+1 requests on the Iranian nuclear enrichment activities spark legitimacy issues and further feed mutual mistrust. Finally, based on the findings of the most recent literature, it will discuss how inequality might affect the durability of the recently agreed nuclear deal.

---

1. Inequality in Iran-US Relations and the Role of Economic Sanctions

To understand the dynamics and balance of power in the nuclear negotiations between Iran and the P5+1, it is necessary to dig into recent history and reexamine the main features of US-Iran relations.\(^5\)

Realizing the political and economic implications of sanctions and discussing the role of inequality in their relations are crucial to understanding the negotiations. I argue that the profound unbalance of their interaction and the unilateral damage caused by sanctions to the Islamic Republic are a primary example of inequality in bilateral relations. Here, inequality is intended as power inequality and as lack of equal treatment between parties. The imposition of massive economic sanctions and their economic and humanitarian costs to Iranian society have never been balanced by an equal or comparable damage to the US economy and society. The perception of inequality also affects the willingness to negotiate and seek engagement.

1.1. The Sanctions Regime and Its Political and Economic Implications

Economic sanctions have been the benchmark of US policy toward Iran and have distinguished relations between the two counties for decades. Once prosperous, these relations have become polarized since the 1979 hostage crisis and, more broadly, the radical political change occurred after pro-American Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi was deposed and the Islamic Republic created.\(^6\) Since then, the United States has put in place an aggressive regime change rhetoric and implemented a hostile policy almost entirely based on economic sanctions meant to bring the Islamic Republic to the collapse.\(^7\) At least two trends have marked the evolution of the sanctions regime. The first is a progressive expansion of measures designed to have a broader and deeper impact on the economy and financial sector. The second is a shift from mainly unilateral US pressure to a multilateral effort, which got under way in 2006 with the first round of United Nations (UN) Security Council resolutions and peaked in 2012 with a coordinated oil and financial embargo by the US and the European Union (EU).\(^8\)

An analysis of Washington’s Iran policy between 1990 and 2000 reveals a complete lack of engagement or dialogue. Except during the last phase of the Clinton administration, the imposition of a broad and rigid regime of sanctions has left little space for political

---

5 Although the current negotiations involve players beyond the US, this paper considers only the US perspective, which does not always correspond to that of other its allies. When referring to the P5+1, the intention of the author is to discuss the US position or that of its coalition when unanimous.


engagement and had more a punitive than constructive effect. US policy was partly a
response to human rights violations, terrorism threats, and money laundering. The need to
limit proliferation of weapons of mass destruction was only one element, and became central
only after the discovery in 2002 by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) of Iran’s
nuclear enrichment activities. Additionally, regime change rhetoric, which many US
officials supported, undermined any potential interest from Tehran to negotiate. Whether
such accusations are valid and supported by evidence is arguable, but it is undeniable that the
US approach was not guided by the principles of reciprocity and proportionality. The threat
and the damage that Iran may have caused to the US interests are not comparable to the harm
the sanctions are still causing to Iran’s society and economy.

Under the Bush and Obama administrations, the aim of economically and financially isolating
Iran became one of the priorities of US foreign policy, and between 2006 and 2012 the sanctions
regime reached its highest point in terms of both level of economic repression and coordination
among sanctioning states.

Preferring repression to engagement does not imply a lack of equality. It is fair to argue,
however, that the imposition of economic sanctions denotes the desire of one party to use its
economic and political influence to pressure another party to comply. Furthermore, the level of
economic and humanitarian damage caused by the sanctions imposed on Iran also makes clear how deeply unbalanced the political confrontation between the two parties has been. When
sanctions reached their peak in late 2012, for example, Iran’s inflation rate tripled over

---

9 In its first phase, the Clinton administration implemented the most severe restrictive measures since the
1979 hostage crisis. However, after the election of Khatami to the Iranian presidency, it scaled down its policy,
partially lifted sanctions, and made the first attempt since 1979 to establish a US-Iran dialogue.
10 On human rights violations, see “Iran Threat Reduction and Syria Human Rights Act”; “Iran Sanctions,” US
Department of State, http://www.state.gov/e/eb/ts/sp/iran/index.htm (accessed March 20, 2015); In regard to
terrorism, in 1984 the US Secretary of State labeled Iran as a “state sponsor of terrorism” and created a new
framework to justify restrictive measures under the authority of Section 6(j) of the Export Administration Act of
1979. On money laundering, see “Background Briefing on the Recently Announced Sanctions on Iran,” US
May 23, 2015). A senior administration official commented on the measure, arguing that the designation
“covers money laundering, it covers terrorist financing, it covers WMD [weapons of mass destruction]
proliferation finance, it covers deceptive financial practices, it covers just about any form of illicit finance that
we’d be concerned about. It all gets wrapped up under the statutory term ‘primary money laundering
concern.’”
11 Dumbrell, “The Bush Administration.”
12 The intention to promote a regime change is clearly expressed by the language used in the text of the
Freedom Support Act: “the U.S. policy should support: (1) efforts by the Iranian people to exercise self-
determination over their form of government, and (2) an internationally-overseen referendum in Iran and (the
Act) authorizes the President to provide financial and political assistance to eligible foreign and domestic
individuals and groups that support democracy and advocate non-proliferation in Iran.” “S.333 - Iran Freedom
(accessed February 24, 2015); Akbar E. Torbat, “Impacts of the US Trade and Financial Sanctions on Iran,”
The World Economy 28 (2005): 40734. For all the measures adopted by US government, see Foundation for
(accessed August 31, 2015).
13 One could argue that Iran’s nuclear program is a direct threat to US interests, both in the region and
internationally. Iran’s support for the Assad regime in Syria, as well as his attitude toward Israel, could also be
interpreted as a threat, but they are not causing direct harm to the US, as economic sanctions or other forms
of restrictive measures. At least these damages cannot be measured.
14 The official fact sheet on Iran sanctions available on the White House website, literally states that “The
Obama Administration also worked with allies such as the European Union, Japan, the Republic of Korea,
Australia, Canada, and others to adopt additional national measures to increase pressure on the Iranian
regime, including in the financial, banking, insurance, transportation, and energy sectors. Iran is now cut off
from large parts of the international financial system and we are working aggressively to isolate Iran even
August 19, 2015).
the average level of the previous decade, and revenues from the oil sector, the pillar of Iran’s economy, dropped by 60 percent.\textsuperscript{15} Iran’s automobile production diminished by about 40 percent from 2011 to 2013. Its government, constrained by banking restrictions, was no longer able to access $60 to $80 billion of its hard currency reserves.\textsuperscript{16}

1.2. From Repression to Engagement: Missed Opportunities of the Past and the New Approach with Obama and Rouhani

Examining the sanction regime and its evolution makes one of the main symptoms of the inequality that has characterized their relations quite clear. Specifically, Iran has been considered for decades as an enemy to isolate and contain rather than as a possible interlocutor to engage. In a previous comparative analysis of US-Iranian policy across presidencies, I found no clear long-term US direction.\textsuperscript{17} Many congressional measures appear to have had a repressive intent rather than any focus on triggering engagement. Moreover, identifying the Iranian elite as an enemy to combat and sabotage has only undermined opportunity to normalize relations. This emerges clearly when looking at the several missed opportunities to work on issues of mutual interests, especially with reference to the conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq. In both cases, Iran had offered the United States both strategic and logistic support to fight against the Taliban and the forces loyal to Saddam Hussein, but the Bush administration refused to consider any cooperation.\textsuperscript{18} The diplomatic efforts put in place by the EU-3 (UK, France, and Germany) in 2003 were equally spoiled by Washington’s perseverance against engagement with Tehran.\textsuperscript{19} This lack of will, combined with poor diplomatic engagement, has undermined any chance of reconciliation.

The second term of the Obama administration opened a new phase. Interestingly, even though it has marked the beginning of dialogue and mutual engagement, it has also coincided with the most severe and comprehensive restrictive measures.

Obama’s public recognition of the Islamic Republic and the research of dialogue have turned the traditional repressive approach into a new and more complex strategy that combines economic pressure with engagement and a rhetoric inspired by principles of equality, mutual respect, and dialogue.\textsuperscript{20}

This shift has coincided with the election to the presidency of the Islamic Republic of the moderate candidate Hassan Rouhani, former nuclear negotiator and outspoken supporter of the need to end sanctions and establish normalized relations with the West. The decision to negotiate a deal with the West should be considered neither a defeat for Iran nor proof of its


\textsuperscript{17} I have previously researched how the sanction regime has evolved throughout the various US presidencies, from 1979 until the second term of the Obama administration. My analysis was based on the study of public speeches, regulations, and official declarations on sanctions and their achievements. See Macaluso, “The Apparent Success of Iran Sanctions,” 3-6, and Haidar (2015).

\textsuperscript{18} Slavin, “U.S.-Iran Relations After the Revolution.”


weakened economy and political fragility. First, despite the significant impact of sanctions, the Iranian economy is solid and far from collapse. Second, despite sanctions, the nuclear program has continued to develop steadily. Finally, the election of Rouhani can be explained by his knowing how to deal with Western interlocutors and being familiar with the nuclear file. His election should not be seen as a radical change in policy priorities by the Iranian establishment, but rather as a reflection of shift in approach and immediate objectives, among which is the termination of sanctions. In this respect, it is also useful to explore the public speeches of Ayatollah Khamenei and his concept of heroic flexibility to explain the approach of Iran to nuclear negotiations.

1.3. Does Inequality Lead to Redistribution of Power?

The inequality in relations and treatment has not led to any radical redistribution within Iran in terms of political, economic, and geopolitical weight. Despite the sanctions, the Iranian economy and its nuclear program are still far from collapsing and, especially the latter, has steadily developed despite the pressure of sanctions. From a political perspective, the Iranian establishment has used the US regime-change rhetoric and the continuous imposition of broader economic sanctions to boost its narrative on the unfair and unjustified interference by western powers.

The oppressive US attitude not only lent credibility to Iran’s claim to developing a nuclear program but also reinforced the idea of Iran as champion of resistance to US interference in the region. Iran is both a significant economy and an influential state in the Middle East. Sanctions and repressive policy against it have considerably frustrated Tehran’s international ambitions and economic development. Still, Iran remains a strong regional player, and its position is now crucial more than ever to the growing political instability in the region, the Shia-Sunni conflict, and the crisis in Syria and Iraq. Despite the huge losses in the oil sector, isolation from the financial system, and the humanitarian cost of sanctions, Iran remains a robust economy with great human potential and advanced facilities. It has been able to adapt its economy to new conditions by using illicit or informal trade and banking transactions.

---

25 For example, the IAEA certified in 2013 that Iran’s stockpile of low enriched uranium had grown from 839Kg in November 2008 to 8,271Kg in February 2013, and the number of IR-1 centrifuges installed rose from 7,100 in April 2009 to 12,669 by the end of February 2013. See Khajehpour, Marashi, and Parsi, “The Trouble with Sanctions.”
28 For an overview of the impact of sanctions on Iranian economy and society see Katzman, “Iran Sanctions” and International Crisis Group, “Spider Web.”
diversifying sources of income and exports, and turning to other trading partners. Its resistance to the sanction regime is proof of its strength and gives a clear message on its ambition to be treated as an equal interlocutor. Washington’s decision to undertake negotiations is a step toward recognizing Iran’s status and acknowledging the failure of the sanctions regime.

1.4. Toward a Comprehensive Nuclear Deal: A New Chapter for US-Iran Relations?

In following three decades of open hostility, the decision to engage in substantial talks and a comprehensive nuclear deal clearly marks a shift in history. However, mutual mistrust, a legacy of sanctions, and political confrontation have hampered the negotiation process. The negotiations, officially begun in November 2013 with the signature of the interim agreement, have been long and difficult. After missing the first deadline in July 2014 and the November 2014 extension, the talks were extended again, offering skeptical commentators and hard-liners additional opportunity to argue against an agreement. The framework deal reached in Lausanne in April 2015 was in fact almost unexpected. It also triggered new optimism and led to a full deal signed in Vienna on July 14, the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA).

The JCPOA has been welcomed by many observers as a historical moment and an unprecedented occasion to give a fresh start to Western-Iranian relations. The long and tumultuous negotiation process, however, poses some concerns and doubts over the durability of the deal. In particular, some are skeptical about Iran’s possible behavior after sanctions are lifted, and how the geopolitical balance in the Middle East might be affected. The agreement is an undeniable achievement toward normalization, yet only the beginning of a long and difficult process. How negotiations have been held could have implications for the implementation phase and thus hamper the sustainability of the deal.

2. The Principle of Equality in Nuclear Negotiations

Negotiations are affected by numerous geopolitical, economic, and legal factors, and trying to forecast whether and when the deal will be implemented would be pointless. However, the nature of US-Iran relations and their effect on the negotiations can help identify some of the primary challenges. The lack of equality is one such factor.

From a procedural justice perspective, it is fair to observe—the imbalance at the negotiation table, where Iran faced the five largest world powers, aside—that reaching a comprehensive agreement has been so difficult indicates clearly enough that neither party has been able to

easily impose its conditions on another. Despite Iranian concessions, the pressure of the international community and the threat of a new round of sanctions have not weakened Iran’s position, and its negotiators have remained firm in defending its right to enrichment and the peaceful purpose of the nuclear program. As discussed below, this does not exclude that the negotiations lack both procedural justice and distributive justice in several aspects.

2.1. Reciprocity

One of the norms that distinguishes the principle of equality, reciprocity is widely recognized in the literature as essential for justice and fairness and to move negotiations forward to agreement. Robert O. Keohane defines reciprocity as “exchanges of roughly equivalent values in which the actions of each party are contingent on the prior actions of the others in such a way that good is returned for good, and bad for bad.” Reciprocity requires an equivalence of treatment and implies certain patterns: equal concession, equal sacrifices, responsiveness to trends, and comparative responsiveness. The last of these refer to reciprocal concessions and relate to the process, whereas equal concession and equal sacrifices relate to the content.

From a distributive justice perspective, the relationship between benefits and costs for the two negotiating parties is far from balanced. Among other provisions, Iran is asked to significantly limit its capacity to enrich uranium, to reduce existing stockpiles of low enriched uranium by 96 percent, and to dismantle two-thirds of its centrifuges for at least fifteen years, moves that have not only implications for its research and development but also high political costs. At the same time, the P5+1 countries are not ceding anything, simply lightening their pressure on Iran’s economy and society. Relief from sanctions would without question dramatically benefit Iran, and quite probably exceed the economic cost of partially dismantling the nuclear program. The P5+1 countries, however, are not bearing any cost. First, the financial and social benefits from lifted sanctions might be considered not a concession but instead restitution of goods and services that are the property of the Islamic Republic. Second, from an economic perspective, the US and the EU would each benefit from an end to the restrictive measures. Recent data shows that between 1995 and 2012, the US sacrificed more than $175 billion in potential export revenue to Iran, and the EU lost more than double that between 2010 and 2012. One possible objection to this argument relates to different types of costs, not all of which can be measured in monetary terms. For example, for the US, agreeing to a deal with Iran would displease many in Congress and might be regarded as too soft an approach, which in turn could deeply undermine public support for the administration. In terms of foreign policy, the deal would also have a negative impact on US

35 For a discussion of the literature on the relationship between reciprocity and justice see Albin and Druckman, “The Role of Equality.”
relations with Israel and Saudi Arabia, both traditional US allies in the region. Similar arguments might be validating for Iran, however.

2.2. Legitimacy, Perception and Trust

The request to limit Iran’s enrichment capacity and contain development of its nuclear program requires further consideration. In fact, the negotiations not only lack reciprocity, they also pose issues of legitimacy and, in turn, trust. First is a double issue of legitimacy regarding the Iranian nuclear program. Western accusations that Iran is pursuing a nuclear weapon have never been proved and have always emphatically rejected by Iranian negotiators, who firmly support the peaceful nature of their nuclear program and their right to nuclear energy.40 The latter is recognized as an inalienable right by Article IV of the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), which Iran has ratified.41 This situation poses a problem of trust, which creates uncertainty and a profound disagreement on the very object of the negotiations.

Negotiated agreements on arms control often use equality provisions, setting terms that suggest equivalent treatments and shares for each participant.42 According to Cecilia Albin, “arms control is about mutual obligations and mutual rights.”43 Conversely, the NPT and how it has been interpreted so far raise additional legitimacy and reciprocity issues, especially for non-nuclear weapon states (NNWS) like Iran. The NPT was designed on a contest of disparity in access to nuclear technology. Nuclear weapon states (NWS), which include the US, have agreed not to share the military technology they already own (Article I) whereas NNWS are required to not acquire any nuclear weapons (Article II).44 Although the bargain principle expressed in Article VI imposes disarmament as an ultimate goal for all signatories, the NPT negotiations in recent years indicate that NWS are still reluctant to fulfill their related obligations.45 What is important to this analysis is whether the conditions imposed on Iran respect the principle of equality and are perceived as equal and fair by Iran. More simply, is it equitable that a nation state with an advanced nuclear program and atomic weapons deny another state the right to nuclear enrichment? Only a few days after the announcement of the framework agreement, in which Iran accepted considerable limitations on its nuclear enrichment activities, its deputy UN Ambassador Gholam Hossein Dehghani publicly accused the UN Disarmament Commission of failing to make any concrete step toward disarmament, referring specifically to nuclear weapon states.46

---

40 As reported by the IAEA director general in 2014, “the Agency over the last three years has been conducting intensive investigations of Iran’s nuclear programme with a view to providing assurances about the peaceful nature of that programme. During these investigations, the Agency has not seen indications of diversion of nuclear material to nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices. Regrettably, however, after three years of intensive verification, there remain uncertainties with regard to both the scope and the nature of Iran’s nuclear programme.” International Atomic Energy Agency, “Introductory Statement to the Board of Governors,” March 6, 2006, https://www.iaea.org/newscenter/statements/introductory-statement-board-governors-8#iran (accessed May 2, 2015).
42 Albin and Druckman, “The Role of Equality.”
43 Albin, Justice and Fairness, 184.
44 “Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons.”
45 Art VI requires that “in exchange for the agreement of the NNWS to forgo nuclear weapons, the nuclear-armed states agree to pursue disarmament in good faith” (Nina Tannenwald, “Justice and Fairness in the Nuclear Nonproliferation Regime,” Ethics & International Affairs 27, no. 3 (2013): 301).
The perception of inequality can also have a significant impact on the behavior of the parties and affect both the process and the outcome of the negotiations. Referring to the Iranian determination to defend its right to nuclear enrichment, Karim Sadjadpour and Nicholas Wright use neuroscience to explain how denial of a universally recognized right triggers inevitable determination to fight for that right and to reject unfairness even at very high cost, which in the case of Iran is the sanctions regime.47

2.3 Lack of Procedural Justice

A recent milestone of the negotiation process—the framework agreement, signed in April 2015—further confirms the inequality that has affected the talks. At least two aspects point to the lack of procedural justice in the negotiation process.

First is the lack of clarity on whether and when the sanctions would be terminated once the deal is reached. According to Iran, the official joint statement released on April 2 that once the final deal was signed, the UN would pass a resolution terminating all sanctions, including those US and EU had imposed.48 The fact sheet published by the US Department of State, however, conditioned the relief—not termination—of sanctions to the compliance of Iran with the agreement, and stated that sanctions could be reintroduced at any moment in case of nonperformance.49 The Iranian reaction was quite firm: "We will sign no agreement but the one that immediately abolishes all the economic sanctions on the first day of the implementation of the agreement," President Rouhani declared.50 The idea of conditioning suspension of sanctions to compliance has been in place since the agreement on the interim deal in November 2013. The JCPOA largely reflects the provisions stated in the framework agreement but definitely resolves the issue of sanctions relief in favor of the P5+1. In fact, according to the agreement, the overwhelming bulk of sanctions relief will only occur when the IAEA certifies that Iran has completed those stipulated core nuclear requirements, and therefore depends on Iranian compliance. Moreover, if Iran violates any terms of the agreement, a “snap-back” mechanism is in place to allow immediate restoration of restrictive measures. Finally, not all sanctions will be lifted or suspended: those related to terrorism, human rights abuses, and proliferation-sensitive technology remain in place, and Iran will continue to be listed among the states sponsor of terrorism.51

If we examine the agreement through the lens of procedural justice, the P5+1 leverage over Iran is considerable, as the P5+1 states can impose new sacrifices and deduct concessions at

any stage. Iran does not have any similar bargaining power. This disparity is in contradiction with the reciprocity principles of responsiveness to trends and comparative responsiveness. The second implication of the framework agreement is more rhetorical and refers to Iran’s right to nuclear enrichment. While the Iranian negotiators were selling the agreement at home as the recognition of Iran’s right to a nuclear enrichment program, US Secretary of State Kerry presented the deal as a result of a “comprehensive plan to block every pathway Iran might use to build a nuclear weapon.”

Certainly, similar rhetoric does not indicate any recognition of peaceful intentions of Iran’s nuclear program. This brings us to introduce another relevant aspect of equality that characterizes the current negotiations: trust.

Trust is an essential component of procedural justice and at the same time a condition for it in the negotiation and its result. As noted earlier, lack of trust and abundance of suspicion have long characterized relations between the US and Iran, and reciprocal rhetoric has only reinforced this cycle. Recuperations on the current negotiations are considerable. One recent example is the congressional visa ban denying Ambassador Aboutalebi, the new Iranian UN representative, entry into US territory on the basis of his alleged participation in the 1979 seizure of the US embassy in Tehran. Once more this shows that unsolved disputes and past relations undermine the credibility of the current dialogue and any trust building process.

3. Inequality in Iran-US Relations and the Role of Economic Sanctions

Having proved the degree of inequality that has characterized the relationship between Iran and the US as well as the negotiation process, the paper aims now to discuss how it has hampered the efforts toward reaching a deal and might undermine its durability. Cecilia Albin and Daniel Druckman have explored the impact of both procedural and distributive justice in negotiations extensively, and have tried to assess the extent to which they affect the durability of peace agreements, with specific emphasis on civil wars. The authors conclude that “Although justice of procedure cannot guarantee an outcome based on DJ principles, it is reasonable to conclude that PJ may enhance the opportunities for an outcome based on DJ.”

In the case of the nuclear negotiations, it is clear that the lack of equality in the process has undermined the talks, causing delays and undermining progress. Second, as discussed, procedural inequality has continued to generate distrust, often associated with uncooperative behaviors, which also undermines progress. This cycle has marked relations between the two countries and has been fostered by the persistent US accusation of Iran’s secret nuclear ambitions and its alleged support of terrorism as well as by the silent threat of new sanctions. Evidence from previous studies also demonstrates that difficult conflict circumstances, which can be adapted here to polarized relations, have less impact on durability when the agreement is based on equality. The centrality of equality also has direct implications on the choice of forward-looking rather than backward-looking outcomes. However, as this analysis makes

---


clear, the terms of the negotiations are unequal and therefore—the fairness of the process aside—the outcome cannot conform to the principle of equality, which in turn reduces the likelihood of a durable peace.

I therefore claim that in this case unfairness not only concerns the process and the outcome of the negotiations, but also deeply affects the structure of the negotiations and, in turn, reflects the dispute and the relations between the parties. As a consequence, if any party perceives the structure as “weighing heavily against a particular party,” it is unlikely that it will perceive the outcome of negotiations as fair.\(^57\) First, the architecture of the talks lacks balance in that Iran is confronted by five world powers. Second, the negotiations do not predispose equal concession and equal sacrifices because Iran is already paying a far higher price. Finally, the P5+1 have a strong leverage because of the sanctions regime still in place. Again, inequality has marked the overall structure of Iran-US relations, and the basis on which the nuclear negotiations have been designed and set are not conducive to any equal agreement.

As noted, research has shown that the fairness of the process increases the probability of equal outcomes from the perspective of distributive justice. In these nuclear negotiations, evidence supports the argument that inequality and unfairness affect the process and the structure of the talks itself suggests that the principles of equal concession and equal sacrifice are not respected. These elements suggest that the persistent asymmetry of their relations has been the main obstacle in resuming a deal.

Further, when the outcome of the agreements is perceived as unfair by both parties, the likelihood is greater that the provisions agreed to will not be considered acceptable in the longer term either, and especially once the pressure of the negotiations are over.\(^58\) The provisions that should be imposed on the Iranian nuclear program if the deal enters into force foresee long-term limitations, from ten to fifteen years.\(^59\) It is likely that in the coming years foreign and internal political changes in both countries may occur for which these provisions will not be acceptable anymore.

This profound asymmetry is very much in line with the historical nature of Iran-US relations, which, as seen above, has been based on coercive diplomacy for decades, and still is. The paper has discussed how and why negotiations have been hampered by inequality, but it is also worth to ask whether the negotiations could have been dealt differently, given the historical and political context in which they have taken place.

Negotiations, as stated in the introduction, are often the result and continuation of relationship, and deeply reflect the degree of inequality, mistrust and confrontation that has preceded them. In that sense, they cannot be considered as separate from one another. Building a fair and equal negotiation process on the foundations of coercion and asymmetry is at best difficult, and probably unlikely. That negotiations could have been designed and managed differently is equally probable. Respect of procedural justice in particular could have been relatively easy to ensure and certainly would have improved the interaction and made the process smoother.

Ultimately, the essence of both coercive diplomacy and fair negotiations are incompatible because they respond to two different logics and ways to trigger change and achieve political


\(^{58}\) Ibid. 240.

\(^{59}\) Katzman and Kerr, “Iran Nuclear Agreement.”
objectives. The case of Iran-US relations highlights and addresses this complex dilemma, which will ideally be tested by the long-term outcomes of the nuclear deal.

4. Conclusions

This paper has tried to present and discuss why and how the lack of equality has undermined the negotiations and might also negatively impact on their outcome and durability. Equality can of course be considered an ethical and moral principle, but in negotiations it is also proven to be crucial in promoting mutually recognized and sustainable solutions. It is therefore in the interest of all parties to promote respect for and application of this principle, for their own sakes rather than for ethical reasons. The United States has shifted from repression and regime-change rhetoric to research of dialogue and recognition of Iran as an interlocutor. Since then, progress has been made, but the parties remain far from operating on a level of equality. Notably, the persistent use and threat of economic sanctions remains a main obstacle to any equal outcome. Finally, a long-term process to build sustainable and durable peace must be built on mutual respect, trust and ultimately the recognition that equal treatment is essential to advance and consolidate this process.
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